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Are you completely annoyed, fed up, disappointed, frustrated, or overwhelmed not seeing the
answers and results you'd like in your spiritual and physical life?“I’m aware that God answers
prayers so it must be me”, you’ve said.Are you finding it difficult to elevate your spirit man?Fear
Not!We've been given some secret weapons in His word to access breakthroughs and
deliverance. This book is part of the series “HOW TO be Powerful Christians” and this one will
focus on the weapon ofFasting Biblically.This book is for a believer who is:Beginners to
Advanced Fasters. If you’ve never fasted before, you’ll be guided on how to and if you fasted
regularly you'll also learn about some other tremendous benefits that fasting can provide.An
Adult, Man, Woman, Single, Married Couples, Business Owner, Starting or Growing a Ministry,
and more.Desperately in need of hearing from the Lord by reducing the distractions of food and
pleasuresFasting for health while staying connected to the Lord in prayer.You don’t want to feel
like you’re giving up your precious food and pleasurable lifestyle to try something out. Know
exactly what to expect when you fast; that our Gracious Lord is with you always, but your spirit
will be more opened to hear Him much clearer. So, learn and discover secrets in this book
about:Fasting through the author’s recent personal case studyWhat fasting is and is notReasons
to declare a fastDifferent types of fasts such as Fasting Mimicking Diet (FMD), Absolute Fast
(Dry Fast), Full Fast (Water fasting) and the now popular Intermittent Fasting (IF).Benefits from
different lengths of fasting periodsSpiritual, Health and Other Benefits of FastingHOW TO
PREPARE yourself for a fast (Pre-fast)HOW TO FAST (during the fast)HOW TO WEAN from a
fast (post-fast)Maintaining and manifesting your breakthroughAnd MorePraises For HOW TO
FAST BIBLICALLY: When Desperate Situations Require Drastic Actions“Very Thorough
literature, this should be a household reference.” -Trevise Higgins, Partner of Higgins
Realty“Kerry's passion and knowledge shoot off the words of each page. Definitely, a must-have
book for all Christian families.” -Pastor PK Kersey, Co-Author, and Founder of That Suits You
(TSY)"A must-read!!! A captivating book that will transform your life" -Cindy Brown, Founder of
Sister of Excellence"Very inviting and informative. It’s great for both novice and experienced
fasters. The perfect guideline for those who aren’t familiar with the content while serving as an
excellent reminder to those who have some knowledge about fasting"-Amoy Chung-Linton,
Nurse RNThere're other books about fasting on the market but not many that covers the biblical
aspect as well as the physical and proven scientific developments altogether. This one will also
guide you on how to maintain your results after a fast.Includes a BONUS Prayer guideP.S. The
paperback version - (2nd Edition) has a colored Journal note area for tracking up to 21 days of
fasting and prayer.Invest in your spiritual and physical life now by scrolling to the top right of the
page and click BUY NOW.



“A superb volume, the keystone for any home library.”—The New Yorker“A book to be grateful
for. . . . Schwab retells the legends of ancient Greece with splendid vigor and charm.”—
CommonwealFrom the Inside FlapFrom fire-stealing Prometheus to scene-stealing Helen of
Troy, from Jason and his golden fleece to Oedipus and his mother, this collection of classic tales
from Greek mythology demonstrates the inexhaustible vitality of a timeless cultural legacy.Here
are Icarus flying too close to the sun, mighty Hercules, Achilles and that darn heel, the Trojans
and their wooden horse, brave Perseus and beautiful Andromeda, wandering Odysseus and
steadfast Penelope. Their stories and the stories of the powerful gods and goddesses who
punish and reward, who fall in love with and are enraged by the humans they have created, are
set forth simply but movingly, in language that retains the power and drama of the original works
by Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and Homer. In Gustav Schwab?s masterful retelling, they
are made accessible to readers of all ages. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the
Back Coverealing Prometheus to scene-stealing Helen of Troy, from Jason and his golden fleece
to Oedipus and his mother, this collection of classic tales from Greek mythology demonstrates
the inexhaustible vitality of a timeless cultural legacy.Here are Icarus flying too close to the sun,
mighty Hercules, Achilles and that darn heel, the Trojans and their wooden horse, brave Perseus
and beautiful Andromeda, wandering Odysseus and steadfast Penelope. Their stories and the
stories of the powerful gods and goddesses who punish and reward, who fall in love with and are
enraged by the humans they have created, are set forth simply but movingly, in language that
retains the power and drama of the original works by Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and
Homer. In Gustav Schwab’s masterful retelling, they are made accessible to readers of all ages.
--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorGUSTAV SCHWAB (1792–1850) was
a German writer, educator, pastor, and publisher. Born in Stuttgart, he studied philology,
philosophy, and theology at the University of Tübingen. Schwab’s collection of myths and
legends of classical antiquity was published in 1838 and was widely used in German schools. --
This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.PROMETHEUS Heaven and earth had been created. The sea ebbed and flowed
between its shores, and fish frolicked in the waters; in the air sang winged birds, and the earth
swarmed with animals. But as yet there was no creature in whose body the spirit could house
and from there govern the world around it. Then down to earth came Prometheus, “Forethought,”
a descendant of the ancient race of gods which Zeus had dethroned, a son of Iapetus, whom
Gaia had borne unto Uranus. Now Prometheus was crafty and nimble-witted. He knew that the
seed of heaven lay sleeping in the earth, so he scooped up some clay, moistened it with water
from a river, kneaded it this way and that, and shaped it to the image of gods, the lords of the
world. To give life to his earth-formed figure he took both good and evil from the core of many
animals and locked them in man’s breast. He had a friend among the immortals, Athene, the
goddess of wisdom, who marveled at what this son of the Titans had created, and she breathed
the spirit, the divine breath, into his creature which, as yet, was only half alive. In this way the first
men were made, and soon they filled the far reaches of the earth. But for a long time they did not



know what to do with their noble limbs or the divine spirit which had been breathed into them.
They saw, yet they did not see; they heard, yet they did not hear. Aimlessly they moved about,
like figures in a dream, and were ignorant of how to profit from creation. They did not know the
art of quarrying and cutting stone, of burning bricks from clay, or carving out beams from the
trees they hewed in the forest, or of building houses with all these materials. Like scurrying ants
they thronged in sunless caves beneath the surface of the earth. They did not discern the sure
signs of winter, of spring decked with flowers, of summer rich in fruits. There was no plan in
anything they did. Then Prometheus came to their aid. He taught them to watch the rising and
setting of the stars, discovered to them the art of counting and of communicating by means of
written symbols. He showed them how to yoke animals and make them share in man’s labor. He
broke horses to the rein and wagon and invented ships and sails for journeying over the sea.
And he concerned himself with all the other affairs of human life also. Formerly, a man who fell ill
knew nothing of herbs, of what to eat or not to eat, what to drink or not to drink, nor did he have
salves to ease his pain. For lack of physic men had perished wretchedly. But now Prometheus
showed them how to compound mild remedies that would dispel every kind of disease. Then he
taught them to foretell the future and interpreted dreams and signs for them, the flight of birds
and the omens of offerings. He guided them to explore underground, so that they might find ore,
iron, silver, and gold. In short, he introduced them to all the arts and comforts of living. Now the
gods in Heaven, and among them Zeus, who had but lately deposed his father Cronus and
established his own supremacy, began to notice this new creation, man. They were willing
enough to protect him, but—in return—demanded that he pay them homage. In Mecone, in
Greece, mortals and immortals met on a set day, to determine the rights and duties of man. At
this assembly Prometheus appeared as man’s counsel, to see to it that the gods—in their
capacity of protectors—did not impose too burdensome levies upon men. On this occasion his
cunning prompted him to trick the gods. In behalf of his creatures, he slaughtered a mighty bull
and bade the immortals take whatever parts of it they pleased. Now when he had cut up the
animal, he made two heaps of the pieces. On one side he put the flesh, the entrails, and the far,
covered these over with the hide, and placed the paunch on top; on the other, he put the bare
bones cleverly concealed in the suet of the victim. And this heap was bigger! All-knowing Zeus
saw through his trickery and said: “Son of Iapetus, illustrious king, my very good friend, how
unequally you have divided the portions!” At this Prometheus was sure that he had deceived
him, smiled to himself, and answered: “Illustrious Zeus, you, who are supreme among the
immortal gods, take what your heart bids you chose.” And Zeus was vexed and felt his anger
swell within him, but he deliberately took the white suet in both his hands. When he had pried it
apart and saw the picked bones, he pretended only then to have discovered the trick and said
dourly: “I know very well, my friend, O son of Iapetus, that you have not yet forgotten the art of
deception!” To punish Prometheus for his knavery, Zeus denied mortals the last thing they
needed to perfect their civilization: fire. But the shrewd son of Iapetus improvised a way to
provide even this lack. He broke a stalk of pithy fennel, approached the chariot of the son as it



spun through the heavens, and held the stalk to its blaze until it smouldered. With this tinder he
descended to earth, and soon the first pile of brushwood was flaming to the sky. Pain pierced the
soul of Zeus the Thunderer when he saw fire rising among men and casting its radiance far and
wide. To offset the advantages of fire, which could not be taken from men, now that they had it,
he instantly devised a new evil for them. He ordered Hephaestus, the fire-god, famed for his skill,
to fashion an image in the shape of a beautiful young woman. Athene herself, who had grown
envious of Prometheus and withdrawn her favor from him, clothed the image in a robe of
shimmering white, placed over her face a flowing veil, which the girl held, parting it with her
hands, garlanded her head with fresh flowers, and bound it with a fillet of gold. This was also the
work of Hephaestus, who—to please his father—had wrought it with great art and adorned it
exquisitely with the many-colored shapes of various animals. Hermes, the messenger of the
gods, bestowed language on the lovely mischief, and Aphrodite tricked her out with all possible
charms. Thus, under the guise of something most desirable, Zeus had contrived a dazzling
misfortune. He named the girl Pandora, which means, “she who has gifts from all,” for each of the
immortal gods had given her some baleful gift for man. Then he led the girl down to earth, where
gods and mortals were walking about taking their pleasure. And they were all filled with wonder
at this incomparable creature, for never yet had men laid eye on a woman. She, in the meantime,
went up to Epimetheus, “Afterthought,” the brother of Prometheus, and less wily than he. In vain
had Prometheus warned his brother never to accept a gift from the ruler of Olympus, lest men
take harm from it, but to return it without delay. Epimetheus forgot this warning; he received the
beautiful young woman with the utmost delight and failed to recognize evil until it was upon him.
For up to this time—thanks to Prometheus’ counsel!—men had been free from misfortune and
had lived without excessive toil or the long sufferings of disease. But this woman came bearing a
gift in her hands, a large box tightly closed. Hardly had she reached Epimetheus when she flung
back its lid, and out fluttered a host of calamities that spread over the earth with the speed of
lightning. Yet one single good thing hidden at the very bottom of the box: hope! But on the advice
of the father of the gods, Pandora shut the lid before it could fly forth, and closed her box forever.
And now misery in countless forms filled the earth, the air, and the sea. By day and by night
sicknesses prowled among men, secretly and silently, for Zeus had not given them a voice. A
flock of fevers beleaguered the earth, and Death, who had been coming to mortals on slow,
reluctant feet, now walked with winged steps. When this had been accomplished, Zeus turned to
the matter of taking revenge on Prometheus himself. He handed the culprit over to Hephaestus
and his servants Cratos and Bia. Force and Violence. These he bade drag him to the wastes of
Scythia and there—above a sinister chasm—forge him to a steep cliff of the Caucasus with stout
unyielding chains. Hephaestus carried out his father’s commands unwillingly, for he loved the
son of the Titans because he was his kin, his peer, the child of gods, a descendant of Uranus,
his great-grandfather. He was compelled to have the cruel order executed, but he spoke of
compassion, at which his more brutal henchmen frowned. So Prometheus was forced to hang
from the cliff, upright and sleepless, and never could he bend his tired knees. “You will utter



many plaints and sighs, and they will all be in vain,” said Hephaestus. “For the purpose of Zeus is
unshakable; hard of heart are those who have but lately wrested power from others and taken it
to themselves.” The torments of the captive were intended to endure forever, or for thirty
thousand years at the very least. He moaned aloud and called on the winds and the rivers, on
the zodiac, from which nothing is hidden, and on Earth, the mother of all, to witness his agony,
but his spirit remained steadfast. “Whoever has learned to accept the unshakable power of
necessity,” he said, “must suffer what Destiny decrees.” Nor could the threats of Zeus induce him
to explain his dark prophecy that new wedlock would bring ruin and destruction to the king of the
gods. Zeus was true to his word. Every day he sent an eagle to feed on his captive’s liver, which
however much it was devoured, always grew back again. This torture was to last until one came
who, of his own free will, would consent to suffer in Prometheus’ stead. The came about earlier
than the son of the Titans might have supposed, considering the sentence Zeus had
pronounced upon him. When he had been hanging from his cliff for many a bitter year, along
came Heracles, bound on his quest for the golden apples of the Hesperides. He saw the
descendant of the gods shackled to the Caucasus and was about to ask him for advice on how
to prosper in his search, when he was overwhelmed with pity at his fare, for he observed the
eagle perched on the knees of the luckless Prometheus. Heracles laid his club and his lion’s skin
on the ground behind him, bent his bow, launched the arrow, and shot the cruel bird from the
liver of its anguished host. Then he loosed the chains, delivered Prometheus, and led him away.
But to satisfy the conditions stipulated by Zeus, he brought Chiron, the centaur, as a substitute,
for even though Chiron had claim to immortality, he offered to die in the Titan’s stead. And to
fulfill the judgment of Zeus, son of Cronus, in every point, Prometheus, who had been sentenced
to the cliff for a far longer time, had always to wear an iron ring, set with a chip for the story wall
of the Caucasus, so that Zeus could boast that his enemy was still forged to the mountain. --This
text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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HOW TO FAST BIBLICALLY:When Desperate Situations Require Drastic Actions◆◆◆Kerry-Ann
D. WatsonPublished by Doulatt Enriched PagesCONTENTSTitle PagePraises for How To Fast
BiblicallyCopyrightSpecial ThanksDisclaimerINTRODUCTIONChapter 1: Personal Case
StudyChapter 2: What Is A Biblical Fast?What Biblical Fasting Isn'tWhat Biblical Fasting
IsChapter 3: Reasons To Declare A FastChapter 4: What Are Types Of Fastings?Partial Fast
(Intermittent Fasting (IF))Full Fast / True Fast (Water Only)Absolute Fast (Dry Fast)Fasting
Mimicking Diet (FMD)Chapter 5: Lengths Of FastHow Long Should I Fast?Biblical
ExamplesRevivalist Generals Who Used Fasting As A Secret Weapon Of FaithChapter 6:
Benefits Of FastingSpiritual Benefits Of FastingHealth BenefitsOther Benefits Of FastingChapter
7: How To Prepare Yourself For A FastChapter 8: How To Fast (During The Fast)Things To
DoWhat To ExpectChapter 9: How To Wean From A Fast (Post-Fast)Breaking A Long Water
Only FastMaintaining Your Health ResultsMaintaining And Manifesting Your
BreakthroughsChapter 10: Very Important Information About FastingAbout The AuthorBonus
Offer: Serial Re-Creator PrayerDecree & Declare the Scriptures DailyPraises For HOW TO FAST
BIBLICALLY: When Desperate Situations Require Drastic Actions:“Very Thorough literature, this
should be a household reference.”-Trevise Higgins, Partner of Higgins Realty“Kerry's passion
and knowledge shoot off the words of each page. Definitely, a must-have book for all Christian
families.”-Pastor PK Kersey, Co-Author, and founder of That Suits You (TSY)"A must read!!! A
captivating book that will transform your life"- Cindy Brown, Founder of Sister of
Excellence"Very inviting and informative. It’s great for both novice and experienced fasters. The
perfect guideline for those who aren’t familiar with the content while serving as an excellent
reminder to those who have some knowledge about fasting"- Amoy Chung-Linton,
Registered NurseCopyright © 2019 by Doulatt Enriched Pages. All Right Reserved.All rights
reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form
or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods,
without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations
embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.
For permission requests, email the publisher, “Attention: Permissions Coordinator,” at
hisgracegallerial@gmail.com. Please feel free to correspond with me. I look forward to hearing
from you.Printed in the United States of America.First Edition.Join our mailing list to request a
free copy of our next bookFollow us on FacebookSpecial Thanks To:-Chris, Deandre, Asher &
Anna for their time and support-My Church Family At-Professor Cheryl Carter, Author --Editorial
Team--Natalie Besley –Proofreader-Ghanipixel’s -DisclaimerThis book is only a guideline based
on the biblical principles of fasting and prayer and the author’s personal thoughts. It is therefore
by no means the only way to attain certain things from God; we can’t put the Sovereign Creator
and Father God in a box. This book should only be used for general knowledge about the topic. It
isn’t intended to replace or bypass medical, professional or legal counseling. While we try to



keep the information up-to-date and correct, there are no representations or warranties, express
or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to
the information, products, services, or related graphics contained in this book for any purpose.
Any use of this information is at your own risk.Terms of use: No part of this book may be
reproduced or retransmitted, electronic or mechanically without the written permission of the
publisher Doulatt Enriched Pages.INTRODUCTIONENOUGH!Sometimes you have to put your
foot down, turn your plate over, slow your busy lives down and say “Enough! Something has to
change”. We know that God’s promises are true and if we don’t see results it’s because we’ve
missed something. This is a good place to declare a fast so that we can hear the Lord’s voice
without distractions.“It is the glory of God to conceal a matter, but the glory of kings is to search
out a matter.”Proverbs 25:2As I finished this manuscript today, it’s the 3rd day of a new year. It is
an exhilarating feeling to start the New Year and I can already attest to accomplishing a goal.
With the countless hours of research and organizing that I’ve invested in bringing this to life, I
pray that this book brings you value and insights that will change the trajectory of your life.In this
book, you’ll find the principles very straightforward, concise and without fluff. It's fashioned to
inform, bring awareness and guide the reader; it isn’t designed to be preachy. The use of
scriptures quoted has been used sparingly to avoid plagiarism. However, scriptures quoted were
referenced from the public site of https://www.biblegateway.com mainly the NIV version for easy
reading. I can guarantee you that there’s no other book on the market at this time as diverse as
this, covering the spiritual, physical, social and scientific aspects of fasting.This book is a guide
for any Christian believer at any level in their walk with the Lord It’s designed for those who have
never done a fast before with a detailed guide on how to proceed and for those who fast
frequently, you’ll still find an abundance of golden nuggets about fasting both for your physical
and spiritual life. Fasting can be done both corporately and on an individual basis. This book,
however, is focused on the individual level, which can most certainly benefit the congregation as
a whole.There are plenty of books on the market that focus on fasting without the biblical aspect
of praying and seeking the Lord. This isn’t that. This book refers to spiritual fasting and
praying.This book is from a series of HOW TO books on principles of the Christian faith.The
purpose of this book is for you to acquire knowledge and understanding in accessing one of the
wisdom of the secrets of the kingdom. You’ll read a personal case study with testimonies, biblical
facts, and stories of remarkable Christian leaders who fasted and their insights on the benefits of
fasting. You’ll learn how to prepare for a fast, how to choose how long or what type of fast to do,
how to wean from a fast and how to maintain the results from the fast. This book is about the
practical application “How to fast” to get you started, keep you on track and have you finish
successfully. To be very clear this is a guideline based off how I go about doing a fast. We can’t
put God in a box, and there are no hard and fast ways to access Him. You also shouldn’t view
fasting as works but as a method to increase your faith by surrendering your flesh. God will not
reward us for fasting, absolutely not! He will not look at how long you fasted or how much food
you think you gave up for Him, that is ridiculous because God is unchanging and we cannot



change how He feels about us or the perfect plans He has for us. Fasting only gives us access to
hearing from Him about our situations by us taking authority and surrendering our body and soul
while elevating our spirit man. Attached is a bonus prayer excerpt from my next book on HOW
TO PRAY EFFECTIVELY coming soon. ―Kerry-Ann D. Watson◆◆◆6 “Is not this the kind
of fasting I have chosen: to loose the chains of injustice and untie the cords of the yoke, to set
the oppressed free and break every yoke?7 Is it not to share your food with the hungry and to
provide the poor wanderer with shelter—when you see the naked, to clothe them, and not to turn
away from your own flesh and blood?8 Then your light will break forth like the dawn, and your
healing will quickly appear; then your righteousness will go before you, and the glory of the Lord
will be your rear guard.9 Then you will call, and the Lord will answer; you will cry for help, and He
will say: Here am I.-Isaiah 58:6-9Chapter 1PERSONAL CASE STUDYSomething Was
LackingLike most of you, I was a Christian seeking a more intimate relationship with the Lord. I
wanted to press in and hear from Him directly. I wanted His leading daily, with total clarity and an
increase of His anointing.I was always ready to be on the bandwagon of the next hottest idea or
thing. I was a risk taker, which is both good and bad. I had tried various ventures, extended
myself to others, doing so much but not knowing if these were part of God’s will for my life. I had
no passion, purpose or calling for most of these ventures.On The Financial SideI was a very
successful accountant working on billion dollar oil broker accounts, upscale restaurants, doctors
and real estate companies’ accounts. I always had the drive to succeed; to create an increase in
my income, so I tried anything to succeed. I thought, maybe if I tried everything; as costly as it
may be, something would take off and be profitable eventually. Then I could afford more and
spend it on the finest things of life. The attitude of increase then spend is a wrong priority, which
sad to say is how our culture influences us to think; get more, to spend more. A few frustrating
years later, I found out that this was just a waste of time.Who Is Pouring Into Our Lives?I was
taught to be a doer of the word and not just a hearer. I have a prodigious Senior Pastor; Paul B.
Mitchell of Changing Lives Christian Center. He is a visionary, motivator, role model, intercessor,
master teacher and one who walks in love. When I first joined the church, one of the first
messages he preached was about the Garden of Eden. He explained that It was moved to be on
the inside of us. It had 4 streams, which represent four streams of income. I related this to having
multiple streams of income. Not being limited by a job, to work, retire and die. Hearing this was
motivation to increase my streams. I later found out that the best way to go about learning what
to do is to ask God first, and not just starting something with the hopes that He will bless it. This
time, I needed to know for certain what God wanted me to do. My household already had two
successful streams of income. My husband and I were both self-employed, doing extremely well
in our growing businesses. But as you are already aware the more you earn, the more you
spend. Again, this is the wrong mentality. It should be the more you earn, the more you give
away, pay yourself (invest) then pay your bills.
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tre2k, “This is guide you need to fast biblically!!!. Wow.How to fast Biblically is a TREMENDOUS
resource. One that every person, especially Believers should own and reference regularly.As I
read this book, I was refreshingly reminded of great biblical truths, educated regarding the latest
scientific research and lovingly encouraged to make fasting a regular and routine practice in my
life.How to Fast Biblically is the one stop shop to understanding what fasting biblically IS and IS
NOT, and how it can and should be done for optimal results.My people perish for the lack of
knowledge. Well, the author of this book has taken the time to research, outline and share this
knowledge.Literally, the next step is that we put into application!I highly recommend this book,
and get one for your friends...enemies...coworkers... this is a must have.”

DeannaDee, “The Real Fast Experience!!!. This is a “Good Read.” The author, Kerry-Ann
Watson, did an amazing job of inserting her thoughts and experiences, resulting in the
alleviation of another Biblical Commentary on Fasting. The everyday language engages the
reader to the point of feeling as if you are in a face-to-face conversation with Ms. Watson.
Additionally, her skillful inclusion of Biblical References not only supports her assertions, but
also encourages the reader to fast, knowing that both physical and spiritual events will occur.
Thanks Kerry!”

Brian G Chrichlow, “An Awesome Read!. Wow, this is such an awesome read. This book was so
informative and it gave great details on fasting biblically. I honestly believed I was fasting in an
appropriate manner but after reading this book I learned that there are several different fasting
methods. Fasting when done biblical should be just that and not be connected to losing weight if
you want to hear from Father. Kerry Watson thank you for writing this guide as I now have the
tools to help me dig deeper in my fast in turn allowing me to gain a stronger relationship with
God and hear from him. I strongly recommend this book to everyone. A must read! The benefits
and examples are gems that will jumpstart your fasting experience and/or enhance it! This will
forever be my go to guide every time I fast.”

Denise Hicks Francis, Author, “A Necessary Addition To Your Library!. Kerry Watson takes us on
a journey that is informative and insightful, while the delivery of her message is lighthearted,
engaging, and transparent.  This is definitely a necessary addition for every believers library.”

jaya, “THIS BOOK WILL TRANSFORM YOU, A MUST READ!. I truly enjoyed reading this book,
it gave me insight as to how to go about fasting from start to finish. This was something i have
always been afraid of trying but the passion of the author has given me strength. I would
recommend this book to everyone because this will only help you even if your already a person
that practices fasting. Good well done Miss Watson.”



TrenaPatrece, “Amazing Read! Get this book!. This is a quick but powerful easy read! As i read,
my hunger for God increasingly grew. The book confirmed so, so much for me as the Father has
been leading me into a fasted lifestyle and I am ready now more than ever to dive into what I
know God had been leading me to do. Ready to grow, ready to hear, ready to walk into all that
God has purposed for me! Thank you Kerry for heading Abba's voice and allowing him to lead
you..I know many will be transformed!”

Stephanie F, “Great Guide. I found this book extremely appealing and full of great information. I
am looking forward to implementing them in the fast I am about to begin!  I'm very excited!!”

Sydoney J., “Beautiful read... I will be reading from time to time.. Beautiful read. This book
reinforced some things that I already knew about fasting and confirmed certain aspects of my
journey with the Lord. It also highlighted new revelations. I enjoyed the quotes from the Faith
veterans. The prayer declarations at the end are also solid confirmations and useful for all to
have.”

Avia Grierson, “Superb read. This book is amazing. It helps you to develop a new awakening,”

The book by Kerry-Ann D. Watson has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 32 people have provided
feedback.
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